BEST PRACTICE VISIT
24 September 2015

Self sufficiency Garden on Education polygon Dole and Dravinja Valley – natural and cultural heritage
24 September 2015

9.00 Self sufficiency garden – Education polygon Dole (Leader Ana Vovk Korže, Nina Globovnik)
- Tea or coffee in hobit house on the education polygon Dole
- Presentation concept of the education polygon Dole
- Visiting sustainable elements on the education polygon
- Sufficiency as traditionale and inspiration economy – presentation the teaching and education programme for all generation

Classroom in the nature  Yurt
Teaching area for self-sufficiency Dole

APPLICATION:

E-mail:
anavolvk@gmail.com
ana.vovk@um.si

Deadline for application:
by agreement

Additional information about programs:
double P.Hd Ana Vovk Korže
051 622 766
www.ipvo.si

Educational programs can be a great gift.
Yurt and pond
High bed garden
Classroom in the nature in yurt
Natural garden
12.00 - 17.00 leader Jože Vovk

12.00 Sustainable development in Dravinja valley as result of education polygon Dole - Štatenberg: Baroque mansion
- Art and bike: best practice of the foreign investment in Dravinja valley
13.00 Zelena dolina (Green valley) in Stoperce: lunch
Natural and cultural heritage in Dravinja Valley